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FORTHCOMING PAPERS 
The following papers will be published in future issues: 
Dan Archdeacon and Jetfrey H. Dinitz, Constructhtg indecomposable 
1-factorixations of the complete multigraph 
The complete multigraph &,, has 2n vertices and A edges joining each pair of vertices. In this 
paper we examine 1-factorixations of AK,. Observe that a l-factorization of AK, is equivalent o a 
collection of l-factors of K, such that every edge of K, appears in exactly A l-factors. This collection 
of l-factors is simple if no l-factor is repeated. It is indecomposable if no subset of l-factors contains 
each edge I’ times where 1~1’=%1- 1. An indecomposable l-factorization of AK, is denoted 
IOF(2n, A). In Section 1 we construct an IOF(23. +p, A) for all I where p is the smallest prime not 
dividing 1. As a corollary we get a simple indecomposable l-factorization of AK, for all 
2n 5 4(A +p). In Section 2 we give constructions for indecomposable 1-factorizations of AK, for some 
small values of 1. 
Lynn Margaret Batten, An extension of Wagner’s theorem 
In his famous 1965 paper, Asher Wagner proves that if S is a finite affine plane and G a collineation 
group line transitive on S, then S is a translation affine plane and G contains the translation group of 
S. In this article, we generalize Wagner’s assumptions to: S is an affine space embedded as a maximal 
arc in a finite projective plane n; G is a collineation group of n fixing S, fixing a line of n exterior to 
S, and line transitive on S. Under these assumptions we show that Wagner’s conclusion still holds. 
Elizabeth J. Billington and D. G. Hoffman, The number of repeated blocks in 
balanced ternary designs with block size three 
Let D denote any balanced ternary design on u elements with block size three, index two, and 
pz=2 (so each element occurs repeated in precisely two blocks). D is thus also a multi-set design 
MB,(u, 3, 2), in the terminology of Assaf, Hartman and E. Mendelsohn. 
This paper shows that such a design D exists which contains exactly k pairs of repeated blocks if and 
onlyifu=Oor2(mod3),u~5,andO~k~t,=~u(u-5),k#t,-1. 
S. R. Chamberlin and D. A. Sprott, A discrete distribution associated with the 
statistical assessment of nominal scale agreement 
A new measure of agreement is introduced to measure and assess the extent of agreement between 
two judges or raters in assigning n subjects to L unordered qualitative categories. The statistical 
analysis entails an interesting discrete conditional distribution, and provides an example of 
‘conditional’ inference and ‘exact’ tests of significance. In fact, the measure is related to the log odds 
ratio in a 2 x 2 contingency table and its analysis is related to Fisher’s conditional exact analysis of the 
2 x 2 table. 
Charles J. Colboum, Rudolf A. Mathon, Alexander Rosa and Nabil Shalaby, 
The fine structure of threefold triple systems: u = 1 or 3 (mod 6) 
The fine structure of a triple system of index I is the vector (cl, . . , cA), where cj is the number of 
triples appearing precisely i times in the system. We determine necessary conditions for a vector to be 
the fine structure of a threefold triple system, and prove the sufficiency of these conditions for all 
u-l or3(mod6), ~219. 
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D. de Caen, D.L. Kreher, W.H. Mills and S.P. Radziszowski, The covering of 
t-tests with (t + l)-sets: C(9,5,4) and C(10,6,5) 
A (u, k, r) covering system is a pair (X, %) where X is a u-set of points and B is a family of 
k-subsets, called blocks, of X such that every t-subset of X is contained in at least one block. The 
minimum possible number of blocks in a (u, k, t) covering system is denoted by C(v, k, t). It is proven 
that there are exactly three non-isomorphic systems giving C(9, 5, 4) = 30, and a unique system giving 
C( 10, 6, 5) = 50. 
Diane Donovan and Sheila Oates-Williams, Single laws for sloops and squags 
We give single laws for the variety of all sloops and the variety of all squags. 
J. Gani, A stochastic model for the incubation of transfusion-associated AIDS 
The model-based approach of Lui, Peterman, Lawrence and Allen (1988) to the transfusion- 
associated incubation period of AIDS, and the mechanism of HIV infectivity outlined by Margolick, 
Bowen, Lane and Fauci (1986), and Fauci (1988), suggest that a stochastic process may account for 
the depletion of the T-lymphocytes before AIDS symptoms are detected. This paper considers a 
simple death process as an example. After estimating the relevant parameters, the fit of this process to 
the given data proves to be satisfactory. 
Bert L. Hartnell and William Kocay, Minimal neighbourhood-connected graphs 
The closed neighbourhood of a vertex u of a graph G is u* = {u 1 u is adjacent to u} U {u}. G is 
neighbourhood-connected if it is connected, and G - u* is connected but not complete, for all u in G. 
We consider neighbourhood-connected graphs G for which all G - u* are minimally k-connected, for 
k = 1, 2, and 3. In particular, we allow G - u* to be a cycle, wheel, or tree, and characterize the 
graphs G with this property. 
Katherine Heinrich, Midori Kobayashi and Gisaku Nakamura, Dudeney’s 
round table problem 
A set of Hamilton cycles in the complete graph on n vertices is called a Dudeney set, and denoted 
D(n), if every path of length two lies on exactly one of the cycles. In this paper it is shown that: 
(a) There is a Dudeney set D(p + 2) if p is prime and 2 is a generator of the multiplicative 
subgroup of GF(p). 
(b) If there is a Dudeney set D(n + l), then there is a Dudeney set D(2n). 
(c) For II =S 50, the only n for which the existence of a Dudeney set D(n) remains in doubt are 
n E (27, 29, 35, 37, 41, 47). 
Dieter Jungnickel and Scott A. Vanstone, Triple systems in PG(2, q) 
Let G be a cyclic Singer group for the Desarguesian projective plane SP = PG(2,q). Then there 
exists a cyclic Steiner triple system on the point set of B which is invariant under G and the blocks of 
which are triangles of B. 
Sanpei Kageyama and Kishore Sinha, Constructions of partially balanced 
bipartite block designs 
Methods of construction of group divisible partially balanced bipartite block designs are presented. 
These designs have unequal replications of treatments. 
Ann Chi Kim and B.H. Neumann, Laws in a class of groupoids 
The laws of a class of groupoids are investigated, and shown to have no finite basis. 
